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Abstract—Modern collaborative and group-oriented applications typically involve communications over open networks. Given the
openness of today’s networks, communications among group members must be secure and, at the same time, efficient. Group key
agreement is widely employed for secure group communications in modern collaborative and group-oriented applications. This paper
studies the problem of group key agreement in identity-based cryptosystems with an emphasis on round-efficient, sender-unrestricted,
member-dynamic and provably secure key escrow freeness. The problem is resolved by proposing a one-round dynamic asymmetric
group key agreement protocol which allows a group of members to dynamically establish a public group encryption key while each
member has a different secret decryption key in an identity-based cryptosystem. Knowing the group encryption key, any entity can
encrypt to the group members so that only the members can decrypt. We construct this protocol with a strongly unforgeable stateful
identity-based batch multi-signature scheme. The proposed protocol is shown to be secure under the k-bilinear Diffie-Hellman
exponent assumption.
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I NTRODUCTION

Secure group communication is usually required in modern
collaborative and distributed applications such as multiparty interactive computations, peer-to-peer file sharing and
distributed social networks. A popular approach to secure
group communications is to exploit group key agreement (GKA). Conventional GKA protocols allow a group of
members to interact over an open network to establish
a common secret key; thereafter, the group members can
securely exchange messages using this shared key. This
implies that, when a sender wants to send a secret message
to a group of receivers, the sender has to first join the
receivers to form a group and run a GKA protocol. This
is inefficient since the sender may change frequently. We
call this limitation of conventional GKA sender restriction.
Further, with the standard round notion, the best-known
GKA protocols require two or more rounds to establish a
secret key.
Due to the above two limitations of conventional GKA
protocols, they are ill-suited to scenarios like the following
ones. Scenario 1. Two (or more) combat units would like to
securely communicate with each other to coordinate their
•
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actions in different battlefields; any member of one unit may
wish to report to the other unit. Scenario 2. A group of users
in different time zones would like to discuss some sensitive
topics via an untrusted third party, e.g., a social network
service provider (such as Facebook). If conventional GKA
is used in Scenario 1, each member of one unit has to first
run the GKA protocol with the members of the other unit
in a different battlefield. This is almost prohibitive given
the poor communication environment in battle scenarios.
In Scenario 2, if a GKA protocol with two or more rounds
is used, all users have to stay online to finish the protocol
before they can receive any encrypted contents. This is
difficult for users in different time zones. Motivated by the
above observations, Wu et al. [20] introduced the notion of
asymmetric group key agreement (AGKA) and proposed
a concrete one-round AGKA protocol. Unlike conventional
GKA, AGKA allows the members to negotiate a common
group encryption key while holding different decryption
keys. Any user may access the group encryption key and
securely encrypt to the group members. Thus, AGKA is
sender-unrestricted.
The original AGKA notion and the instantiated protocol
were only intended for static groups and were only secure
against passive attackers who just eavesdrop the open communications. In the real world, most group communication
environments are dynamic, meaning that users can join or
leave a group frequently. Further, security against passive
attackers is not sufficient because realistic attackers may
fully control open networks and launch powerful active
attacks such as member impersonation, communication
tampering, replay of early protocol transcripts, etc. [14], [16].
To resist active attacks, an authenticated AGKA protocol
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[21] for static groups has been proposed in the identitybased cryptosystem (IBC) setting [1]. In this IBC setting, a
key generation center (KGC) is employed to generate the
long-term private keys for the group members. With these
private keys, the members can then securely establish a
secure broadcast channel among them. The authenticated
AGKA protocol in [21] achieves partial forward secrecy.
That is, if only one or some specific group members’ private
keys are compromised, the secrets exchanged before the
compromise stay unknown to the attacker. However, if
all the group members’ private keys are leaked, then the
previously established secrets will be exposed to the attacker
and the protocol is no longer secure. In practice, we do
not know which members might be compromised after the
protocol is deployed; in the worst case, all the members and
even the KGC would be compromised. Obviously, since the
KGC knows all the long-term private keys of the group
members, it can always read the secrets. This is known
as the key escrow problem. This observation motivates us
to investigate authenticated AGKA protocols with stronger
active security.

1.1

Our Contributions

In [24], a static identity-based authenticated asymmetric
group key agreement (IBAAGKA) protocol without key
escrow was proposed, which enables a group of users to
establish a common encryption key and their respective
decryption keys in one round. Although the protocol does
not need certificates and is free from key escrow, extra efforts
are required to address user dynamicity and provable security. In this paper, we concentrate on dynamic authenticated
AGKA in the IBC setting. The contributions of this paper
include the following aspects.
We first formalize the notion of dynamic IBAAGKA
without key escrow. In this model, a trusted KGC is employed to generate the long-term private keys of group
members. Then the members can establish a public group
encryption key so that they can securely receive messages
encrypted with this group encryption key. Further, we also
allow users to leave and join the group. Our notion captures the typical active security properties of secrecy and
known-key security [21], [23] derived from their analogs
in conventional authenticated GKA protocols. The former
means that only the group members can read the message
exchanged after the AGKA protocol is executed. The latter
means that an attacker who knows the group decryption
keys of previous sessions cannot compute subsequent group
decryption keys. Furthermore, our notion also captures key
escrow freeness [6], which means that even if an attacker
corrupts the KGC, he cannot read any secret messages
exchanged before the corruption. Since an attacker compromising the KGC can compute the long-term private key
of any member, this key escrow freeness implies perfect
forward secrecy [2] which requires that an attacker cannot
break the secrecy of previous protocol runs even if the
attacker obtains all the members’ long-term private keys.
We argue that key escrow freeness is important because, in
(dynamic) IBAAGKA protocols, the KGC is the Achilles’s
heel and the most vulnerable spot for an attacker to break.

Our design of a dynamic authenticated AGKA protocol
is based on strongly unforgeable stateful identity-based
batch multi-signatures (IBBMS) [24]. This notion allows a
signer to generate a batch identity-based signature on a
batch of messages carrying an embedded piece of state
information. Signatures from multiple signers, provided
that these signatures were generated on the same messages
under the same state information, can be partially aggregated into a batch multi-signature. The individual multisignatures are valid if and only if the resulting batch multisignature is valid. As to the security of a strongly unforgeable stateful IBBMS scheme, it is required that an attacker
cannot even produce a new multi-signature for a previously
signed message under the same state information, even
if the attacker is allowed to adaptively choose messages
and state information to query signatures. We instantiate a
strongly unforgeable stateful IBBMS scheme from bilinear
maps. In this paper, we show that the scheme in [24] is
provably secure under the computational Diffie-Hellman
assumption.
Based on the strongly unforgeable stateful IBBMS
scheme, we extend the static protocol in [24] into a dynamic
IBAAGKA protocol without key escrow. In the dynamic protocol, we require a group manager to record the messages
sent by other members. However, unlike a trusted dealer
[9] which is assumed to distribute secret keys, the group
manager could be any member of the group and even leave
the group. Even if the long-term private key of the group
manager is corrupted, the previously generated decryption keys of group members remain secure. The dynamic
protocol is a one-round protocol. Specifically, if a member
leaves the group, the group manager should only broadcast
a message to other members. Further, if a user wants to join
the group, the user only needs to send a message to the other
members. The security of our dynamic protocol is proven
under the k -bilinear Diffie-Hellman exponent assumption
(which is widely used in recent cryptographic constructions)
and the strong unforgeability of the stateful IBBMS. Though
our protocol achieves the strongest active security among
AGKA protocols so far, its computation and communication
complexities are comparable to those of up-to-date AGKA
protocols.

1.2

Related Work

GKA has attracted a lot of attention in cryptography. However, the best-known proposals [5], [13], [18] require two
or more rounds to obtain a secret key and an additional
round for each member to confirm the established secret
key. Though multilinear maps [4], [11] can be used to realize
one-round GKA protocols, an additional round for key confirmation is still required. Further, as discussed above, conventional GKA protocols only support secure intra-group
communications. GKA protocols have also been proposed
that use identity-based cryptography, which alleviates the
complicated certificate management associated to the PKI
setting [8], [17]. These protocols require two or more rounds
and are sender-restricted.
The first one-round (A)GKA protocol was proposed
by Wu et al. [20]. Unlike in previous GKA protocols, the
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keys established by the members are, respectively, a secret
group decryption key for each member and a public group
encryption key. Any sender (even one not in the group)
who knows the group encryption key may encrypt to the
members. Each member may decrypt the corresponding
ciphertext by using her own group decryption key. Since
different keys are used for encryption and decryption, this
kind of GKA protocols are called asymmetric GKA (AGKA)
protocols. Another interesting property of Wu et al.’s AGKA
protocol is that it allows key confirmation without additional communication. A member just needs to test whether
a message m is equal to the message obtained from first
encrypting m under the group encryption key and then
decrypting the corresponding ciphertext using her group
decryption key. If the messages are equal, the member has
obtained correct keys. One may note that a trivial one-round
AGKA can be constructed by concatenating several publickey encryptions. A sender just needs to first encrypt to each
member separately and then generate the final ciphertext by
concatenating all the underlying individual ones. However,
this solution leads to O(n)-size ciphertext and requires O(n)
encryption operations for a group of n receivers, while
the protocol in [20] only requires O(1)-size ciphertext and
O(1) encryption operations. The challenge is to design oneround AGKA protocols with efficient encryption and short
ciphertexts.
The first authenticated AGKA protocol was proposed in
[21], [23]; it is one-round and can handle sender changes
efficiently. However, an additional identity-based signature
is required to guarantee the security of the protocol, which
reduces its interest. Further, it only achieves partial forward
secrecy (PFS). To achieve key escrow freeness, it seems that
we may add random secret value(s) [7] in the key agreement
phase of protocol in [21], [23], as in conventional GKA
protocols. However, it is unclear how to use this method
without affecting the round efficiency of AGKA protocols.
We note that AGKA was later extended to certificateless
public key cryptosystems [15], [19], [22], which can be
viewed as a variant of IBC. Nevertheless, no formal security
analysis is given for the protocol in [19]. The protocol in
[15] is proven in a formal security model, but the knownkey security property is not modeled. The protocol in [22] is
proposed with a formal security analysis. However, similar
to the AGKA protocol in [21], [23], it only achieves PFS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains background. Section 3 defines the security
of dynamic IBAAGKA protocols. Section 4 is a strongly
unforgeable stateful IBBMS scheme. Section 5 proposes our
dynamic protocol. An evaluation of the protocol is given in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 is a conclusion.

2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Problem Statement

We consider the situation of a sender who wants to securely
transmit messages to a group of receivers. The problem is
how can the sender do this in an environment with the
following constraints:

Sender

Private key

Leave

KGC

Fig. 1: Network model

1)
2)
3)
4)

A fully trusted dealer to generate keys for the group
members is not available;
It is hard to estimate who will send encrypted
messages to the group members;
The system is key escrow free;
The group is dynamic, that is, a user may join or
leave the group.

It is worth noticing that broadcast encryption [9] may
also perform a similar function to AGKA. However, in a
broadcast encryption system, a trusted dealer is usually
required to maintain the group. Even though some broadcast encryption systems are free from trusted dealers, they
cannot offer forward secrecy and/or key escrow freeness
[12].
2.2

Network Model

Fig. 1 illustrates the network model. It consists of a KGC, a
sender and a group of protocol participants.
The KGC is a trusted authority. It issues private keys
for the protocol participants. The protocol participants run
our IBAAGKA protocol to establish a group encryption key
and respective secret decryption keys for each participant.
At any time, a protocol participant may leave the group. A
user may also join the group if the number of the protocol
participants is smaller than the maximum allowable group
size. A sender can be a protocol participant or any user not
in the group.
2.3

Bilinear Maps and Complexity Assumptions

Our constructions are from bilinear maps. Let G1 and G2
be two multiplicative groups of prime order q , and g be a
generator of G1 . A map ê : G1 × G1 → G2 is called a bilinear
map if it satisfies the following properties: 1) Bilinearity:
ê(g α , g β ) = ê(g, g)αβ for all α, β ∈ Z∗q . 2) Non-degeneracy:
There exist u, v ∈ G1 such that ê(u, v) 6= 1. 3) Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm to compute ê(u, v) for
any u, v ∈ G1 .
The security of our constructions is based on the assumptions that the computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) and k bilinear Diffie-Hellman exponent (BDHE) [3] problems are
hard.
CDH Problem: Given g, g α , g β for unknown α, β ∈ Zq ,
compute g αβ .
i

k -BDHE Problem: Given g, h and gi = g α in G1 for i =
k+1
1, 2, ..., k, k + 2, ..., 2k as input, compute ê(g, h)α .
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3

S ECURITY M ODEL

3.1

•

Notations

Let P be a polynomial-size set of participants. Any subset
U = {U1 , . . . , Un } ⊆ P may launch an IBAAGKA protocol.
We define the following notations which will be used in our
security model:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

ΠπUi represents instance π of participant Ui .
IDUπi is the current identity associated with ΠπUi . If
the protocol is static, IDUπi is always equal to the real
identity IDi of Ui . In our dynamic protocol, each
participant will obtain several private keys along
with different indices from the KGC. Thus, in the
dynamic case, IDUπi contains IDi and the current
index of Ui ’s private key.
pidπUi is the partner ID of ΠπUi . It contains the current
identities of the participants in the group with whom
ΠπUi intends to establish a session key, including Ui
itself.
sidπUi is the unique session ID of instance ΠπUi . All
members taking part in a given execution of a protocol have the same session ID. In our protocol, we
will set the session ID to be the concatenation of
pidπUi , a time interval (for example, one day specified
as a date) and a counter of the number of sessions
executed by the participants with partner ID pidπUi in
the time interval.
isidπUi is the initial session ID of instance ΠπUi . In a
static IBAAGKA protocol, isidπUi is equal to sidπUi .
However, in the dynamic case, isidπUi is set to be the
session ID of the protocol when it is first initiated.
msπUi is the concatenation of all messages sent and
received by ΠπUi during its execution, where the
messages are ordered by the indices of the protocol
participants.
ekπUi is the group encryption key held by ΠπUi .
dkπUi is the group decryption key held by ΠπUi .
stateπUi represents the current (internal) state of instance ΠπUi . ΠπUi is terminated, if it stops sending;
and it is accepted if ΠπUi is terminated and no incorrect behavior has been detected, i.e., it possesses
ekπUi (6= null), dkπUi (6= null), msπUi , pidπUi and sidπUi .
0

Definition 1 (Partnering). Two instances ΠπUi and ΠπUj (with
i 6= j ) are partnered if and only if (1) they are accepted;
0
0
(2) pidπUi = pidπUj ; and (3) sidπUi = sidπUj .
3.2

The Model

The security model for dynamic IBAAGKA protocols is
defined by a game, which is run between a challenger C
and an adversary A. In the game, C generates the mastersecret, initializes the system parameters and answers various
queries from A, who controls the network communications.
This game has the following stages:
Initialize: On input a security parameter `, C generates the
master-secret and initializes the system parameters Υ. Υ is
passed to A.
Probing: A may ask the following types of queries:

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Send(ΠπUi , Ψ):

ΠπUi ,

It sends a message Ψ to instance
and outputs the reply generated by this instance. In
particular, if Ψ = (sid, pid), this query prompts Ui to
initiate the protocol using session ID sid and partner
ID pid. If Ψ is of incorrect format, it returns null.
SendL (ΠπUi , Ψ): It sends a message Ψ to instance ΠπUi
and is triggered when a participant leaves the group.
In particular, if Ψ = ⊥, this query prompts Ui to
leave the group.
SendJ (ΠπUi , Ψ). It sends a message Ψ to instance
ΠπUi and is triggered when a user joins the group.
Specifically, if Ψ = K , it prompts Ui to join the
group as the K -th participant and requires ΠπUi to
be unused.
Corrupt(ΠπUi ): It outputs the current private key of
Ui associated with ΠπUi and can be used to model
forward secrecy.
Corrupt(KGC): It outputs the master-secret of the
KGC and can be used to model key escrow freeness.
Ek.Reveal(ΠπUi ): It outputs the group encryption key
ekπUi .
Dk.Reveal(ΠπUi ): It outputs the group decryption key
dkπUi . It is used to model known-key security.
Test(ΠπUi ): A chooses two messages (m0 , m1 ) and a
fresh instance ΠπUi (see Definition 2), and sends them
to C . Then C randomly chooses b ∈ {0, 1}, encrypts
mb under ekπUi to produce a ciphertext c, and returns
c to A. This query can be made only once and it is
used to model secrecy.

We note that the secrecy of the dynamic IBAAGKA protocols in this paper follows the definitions in [20], [21], [23],
in which secrecy is defined as the indistinguishability of a
message encrypted under the negotiated group encryption
key from a random message in the ciphertext space.
Guess: In this last stage, A returns a guess b0 ∈ {0, 1}. If
b0 = b, A wins the game. A’s advantage to win the game is
defined to be  = |2 Pr[b = b0 ] − 1|.
Definition 2 (Freshness). An instance ΠπUi is fresh if none of
the following happens: 1) ΠπUi has not been accepted.
0
2) A has queried Dk.Reveal(ΠπUi ) or Dk.Reveal(ΠπUj ),
0
where ΠπUj is any partnered instance of ΠπUi . Further, A
0
has queried Dk.Reveal(Ππ̃Ui ) or Dk.Reveal(Ππ̃Uj ), where
0
Ππ̃Ui and Ππ̃Uj have the same initial session ID as ΠπUi ,
˜0

and IDUπ̃i , IDUπj ∈ pidπUi . 3) Before ΠπUi is accepted,
Corrupt(KGC) has been queried or some participants
whose current identities are in pidπUi have been made
the Corrupt query.
Definition 3. An IBAAGKA protocol is said to be semantically indistinguishable against chosen identity and
plaintext attacks (Ind-ID-CPA) if  is negligible for any
probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) active adversary in
the above model.
Similar to [20], [21], [23], we only define chosen-plaintext
attacks (CPA) of dynamic IBAAGKA protocols. A stronger
definition is security against chosen-ciphertext attacks (CCA). To achieve CCA security, some generic constructions have been proposed to convert a CPA secure encryp-
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tion scheme into a CCA secure one, such as the FujisakiOkamoto conversion [10]. Hence, in this paper we will focus
on CPA security of dynamic IBAAGKA protocols.

•

•

4

B UILDING B LOCK : IBBMS

In this section we propose a strongly unforgeable stateful
IBBMS scheme as a building block of our IBAAGKA protocol. The latter protocol is our final goal, rather than the
IBBMS scheme; yet, we will use some design principles of
the IBBMS scheme to build IBAAGKA.
4.1

Definition

A stateful IBBMS scheme allows multiple signers to sign
multiple messages under a piece of state information, so
as to generate in an efficient way a batch multi-signature.
Later, the single batch multi-signature can be separated into
individual multi-signatures. The state information can be
instanced by concatenating the identities of all the signers,
a time interval and a counter of the number of signatures
issued by these signers in the time interval. A stateful IBBMS
scheme has the following five algorithms:
•

•

•

•

•

4.2

BM.Setup: On input a security parameter `, it generates a master-secret and a list of system parameters.
For brevity, the system parameters are omitted as
part of the inputs for the rest of algorithms.
BM.Extract: On inputs an entity’s identity IDi and
the master-secret, it outputs the private key of the
entity.
Sign: It takes as inputs a piece of state information
inf o, t messages, a signer’s identity IDi and private
key, and it outputs a batch signature on t messages.
Aggregate: It takes as input a collection of x batch
signatures by x signers on the same t messages under
the same state information inf o, and it outputs a
batch multi-signature.
BM.Verify: It takes as input a batch multi-signature
on t messages generated by x signers, under the
same state information inf o, and it outputs either
“all valid” if the batch multi-signature is valid, or
a set which contains the indices of the valid multisignatures on the corresponding messages.
The Security Model

In this section, we define the strong unforgeability of stateful IBBMS schemes. Roughly speaking, a stateful IBBMS scheme is strongly unforgeable if an adversary cannot
output a different multi-signature on a message m under
any state information and x signers’ identities even if he
can obtain the signature(s) on m under the same state
information and identities. The formal definition uses the
following game between a challenger C and an adversary
A.
Initialize: C runs BM.Setup to generate a master-secret and
the system parameter list Υ. C passes Υ to A while keeping
master-secret undisclosed.
Probing: A can adaptively issue the following queries:

BM.Extract: The input of this query is an identity
IDi of an entity. On receiving such a query, C outputs
the private key corresponding to IDi .
Sign: A may request a batch signature on messages {m1 , . . . , mti } under an identity IDi and
a piece of state information inf oi . On input
(IDi , inf oi , m1 , . . . , mti ), C generates a valid batch
signature. If A requests a batch signature with a
previously used state information but a different
message set as input, C returns null.

Note that if A wants to obtain an IBBMS on messages
(m1 , . . . , mti ) under identities (ID1 , . . . , IDx ) and a piece
of state information, he just needs to repeatedly ask Sign
queries for the different identities and then generate the
IBBMS by using the Aggregate algorithm.
Forgery: Eventually, A outputs a multi-signature σ ∗ on a
message m∗ under x identities (ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ ) and a piece
of state information inf o∗ . A wins the above game if the
following conditions are satisfied:
1)
2)

IDi∗ ∈ {ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ } has never been submitted
to BM.Extract.
σ∗
is
not
obtained
by
using
the
batch
signatures
output
by
submitting
(IDi∗ , inf o∗ , m1 , . . . , mI , . . . , mt ) to the Sign
queries, for IDi∗ ∈ {ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ }, where
mI = m∗ and I defines the index of the message.

In the last stage, A is not required to output a
batch multi-signature, but only a single individual multisignature. This is because a batch multi-signature can be
separated into t individual multi-signatures. We only require that one of the multi-signatures be a forgery. It is also
worth noticing that we require that IDi∗ ∈ {ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ }
has never been submitted to BM.Extract. However, in a
standard multi-signature scheme, an adversary usually allows querying x − 1 private keys corresponding to the
identities in {ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ }. Our restriction is stronger
than the restriction in the security models for standard
multi-signature schemes. We note that our final goal is to
build a secure dynamic IBAAGKA, not an identity-based
batch multi-signature scheme secure in the strongest sense.
Otherwise said, the positive news is that a secure dynamic
IBAAGKA does not need a multi-signature scheme secure
in the stronger model (which is difficult to achieve in practice): a multi-signature scheme secure in a weaker model
is enough. Indeed, we will formally reduce the security of
our IBAAGKA to that of our IBBMS proven in the weaker
model.
Definition 4. A stateful IBBMS scheme is strongly existentially unforgeable under adaptively chosen-message
attacks if and only if the success probability 0 of any
PPT adversary in the above game is negligible.

4.3

The Scheme
•

BM.Setup: On input a security parameter `, KGC
chooses q, g, G1 , G2 , ê : G1 × G1 −→ G2 as defined
in Section 2.3; chooses κ ∈ Z∗q as the master-secret and
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•

•

sets gpub = g ; chooses hash functions H1 , H2 , H3 :
{0, 1}∗ −→ G1 , H4 : {0, 1}∗ −→ Z∗q . The system
parameter list is Υ = (q, G1 , G2 , ê, g, gpub , H1 ∼ H4 ).
BM.Extract: On input κ and an entity’s identity IDi ,
the KGC outputs (si,0 = idκi,0 , si,1 = idκi,1 ), where
idi,0 = H1 (IDi , 0), idi,1 = H1 (IDi , 1).
Sign: Let the messages to be signed be (m1 , . . . , mt )
and the state information be inf o. A signer whose
identity is IDi and private key is (si,0 , si,1 ) performs
the following steps:
1)

2)
3)

•

•

Z∗q

Select ηi , θi ∈
and compute ri
g ηi , ui = g θi , v = H2 (inf o), $i
H4 (inf o, IDi , ri , ui ).
Compute fj = H3 (inf o, mj ),
zi,j
i θi ηi
si,0 s$
v
f
,
for
1
≤
j
≤
t.
i,1
j
Output the batch signature σi
(ri , ui , zi,1 , . . . , zi,t ).

=
=
=
=

Aggregate: Let {σi = (ri , ui , zi,1 , . . . , zi,t )}1≤i≤x
be a collection of signatures on the same messages {mj }1≤j≤t under the same inf o. Anyone
can perform this algorithm to aggregate these
signatures into a single batch multi-signature.
Specifically, the signatures can be aggregated into
Qx (r1 , . . . , rx , u1 , . . . , ux , d1 , . . . , dt ), where dj =
i=1 zi,j .
BM.Verify: To check whether the above batch multisignature (r1 , . . . , rx , u1 , . Q
. . , ux , d1 , . . . ,Q
dt ) is valid,
x
x
a verifier computes w = i=1 ri , y = i=1 ui , v =
H2 (inf o), fj = H3 (inf o, mj ), Γj = ê(fj , w) for 1 ≤
j ≤ t, $i = H4 (inf o, IDi , ri , ui ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ x and
Ω = ê(

x
Y

H1 (IDi , 0)H1 (IDi , 1)

$i

, gpub )ê(v, y).

not be passed before aggregation, the resulting aggregate
signature is valid.
4.4

Security

The security of our scheme is based on the hardness of the
CDH problem. The following claim proven in the Appendix
relates the security of the IBBMS primitive to the difficulty
of solving the CDH problem.
Theorem 1. If an adversary A can win the game in Section 4.2
with advantage 0 in time τ 0 after making at most qHi
queries to Hi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, qE Extract queries, and
qσ Sign queries with maximal message size N , then
there exists an algorithm to solve the CDH problem with
qH3 0
)x+2 ex+2
 in time O(τ 0 ), where
advantage ( qE +qx+2
H3 +x+1
x is the maximum number of users in a forged IBBMS
and e is Euler’s number.

5

T HE DYNAMIC IBAAGKA P ROTOCOL

In this section, we propose our one-round dynamic IBAAGKA protocol. In our protocol, we need a group manager to
maintain the group. We note that the group manager could
be any of the protocol participants and may also leave the
group. This is different from a trusted dealer. However, for
better performance, we require the group manager to be
relatively static.
5.1

The Protocol

The concrete protocol comes as follows:
•

i=1
?

For 1 ≤ j ≤ t, the verifier checks ê(dj , g) = ΩΓj . If
all t equations hold, the verifier outputs “all valid”;
else, outputs an index set I, which means that the
multi-signatures with indices in that set are valid.

•

The above IBBMS scheme achieves partial aggregation.
For a single entity, the signature size is t + 2 group elements.
For x entities, the signature size is x(t+2) group elements in
total, and the IBBMS size is 2x + t. In our dynamic IBAAGKA, we choose t = x. In this case, the IBBMS size is only
3/(x + 2) of the size of the total signatures. The reduction of
the signature size after aggregation is significant.
Identity-based signature schemes are usually randomized. To construct an IBBMS scheme supporting full aggregation, one has to find a way to “aggregate the randomness” provided by the multiple signers; otherwise, this
randomness would cause the size of the signature to grow
linearly with the number of the signers. However, if the
randomness can be aggregated, the IBBMS scheme is not
strongly unforgeable according to the definition in Section
4.2. For instance, assume the randomness is represented by
r1 and r2 , and the aggregated randomness is w = r1 + r2 .
According to the definition (see Section 4.2, Forgery, condition 2), the signature generated by using as randomness
r1 + 1 and r2 − 1 is a forgery. Although verification would

•

Setup: The same as the BM.Setup in Section 4.3, except that an additional cryptographic hash function
H5 : G2 −→ {0, 1}l0 is chosen, where l0 defines the
bit-length of plaintexts. The system’s parameter list
is Υ = (q, G1 , G2 , ê, g, gpub , H1 ∼ H5 , l0 ).
Extract: Each entity may request at most N private keys. Suppose the identity of an entity is IDi .
The KGC computes idi,j,0 = H1 (IDi , j, 0), idi,j,1 =
H1 (IDi , j, 1) for 1 ≤ j ≤ N , and outputs N private
keys {si,j,0 = idκi,j,0 , si,j,1 = idκi,j,1 }j∈{1,...,N } . In our
protocol, when a user joins the group with the same
isid, he has to use a new private key. Generally, a user
will not join and leave the group with the same isid
frequently. Therefore, N does not need to be large in
most cases.
Agreement: Assume the group size is n and the group
manager is the t-th participant in the group. This
protocol runs as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Choose ηi , θi ∈ Z∗q , compute ri = g ηi , ui =
g θi .
Compute v = H2 (isid), $i = H4 (isid, IDi , ιi ,
ri , ui ), where ιi is initially set to be 1.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, compute fj = H3 (isid, j).
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, compute zi,j =
θ i ηi
i
si,ιi ,0 s$
i,ιi ,1 v fj .
Publish
σi
=
(IDi , ιi , ri , ui , {zi,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=i ).
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TABLE 1: Messages required by the i-th user in the group
z1,i
z2,i
z3,i
.
.
.
zn,i

2)

The group manager updates the elements of
l-th row of the Table 2 to be zl,j = zI,j for
1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= l, IDl = IDI , ιi = ιI , rl =
rI , ul = uI . The group manager also sends
zi,l , IDi , ιi , ri , ui to UI for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i 6= l.
The i-th participant sets the l-th row of Table
1 to be zl,i = zI,i , IDl = IDI , ιl = ιI , rl =
rI , ul = uI .

ID1 , ι1 , r1 , u1
ID2 , ι2 , r2 , u2
ID3 , ι3 , r3 , u3
.
.
.
IDn , ιn , rn , un

TABLE 2: Messages received by the group manager
∅
z2,1
z3,1
.
.
.
zn,1

•

z1,2
∅
z3,2
.
.
.
zn,2

···
···
···
..
.
···

z1,n
z2,n
z3,n
.
.
.
∅

ID1 , ι1 , r1 , u1
ID2 , ι2 , r2 , u2
ID3 , ι3 , r3 , u3
.
.
.
IDn , ιn , rn , un

•

Each participant Ui , i 6= t maintains a table like Table
1. If Ui is the group manager, he has to maintain
a table like Table 2. ι1 , ..., ιn are initially set to 1.
We note that for the i-th participant, all the zi,j
are published, except zi,i . Therefore, only the i-th
participant can compute di , which guarantees the
security of the protocol.
Leave: Assume the group manager is the t-th participant and the l-th participant is leaving the group.
–

2)

3)

–

Join: Assume an entity UI wants to join the group as
the l-th group participant.
1)

?

i=2

UI performs the following steps:
a)

b)

c)

i=2

i=2

ê(f1 ,

n
Y

ri )

i=2

(2)
We note that the message σi published by a protocol
participant is essentially an IBBMS. Equations (1)
and (2) are the verification algorithms of the IBBMS
scheme. Equation (1) is used to guarantee that σ1 is
unmodified. Similarly, Equation (2) is used to prove
that σ2 , ..., σn are received without modification. If
∆ = 0, the entity aborts, because this means that
some of the messages have been altered by an attacker; otherwise (∆ = 1), the entity outputs the group
encryption key (w, Ω), where

Choose η̂l , θ̂l ∈ Z∗q , compute r̂l =
g η̂l , ûl = g θ̂l , set ιt = ιt + 1, and compute
$̂l = H4 (isid, IDt , ιt , r̂l , ûl ).
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, compute ẑl,j =
θ̂l η̂l
l
st,ιt ,0 s$̂
t,ιt ,1 v fj , where v = H2 (isid),
fj = H3 (isid, j).
Publish (IDt , ιt , r̂l , ûl , {ẑl,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=l ).

All the participants have to update the elements in the l-th row of the tables maintained
by themselves. Specifically, if the participant
is the group manager Ut , he updates zl,j =
ẑl,j , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}\l, IDl = IDt , rl = r̂l , ul =
ûl in Table 2; else, the i-th participant updates
zl,i = ẑl,i , IDl = IDt , ιl = ιt , rl = r̂l , ul = ûl
in the table maintained by himself.
Else, a new group manager Ut0 is elected. The table maintained by Ut is passed
to Ut0 . For each index i such that the ith line of Table 2 contains identity IDt ,
publish (IDt0 , ιt0 , r̂t0 , ût0 , {ẑt0 ,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=i ),
which is generated in the same way described
above.

Enc.Key.Gen: To derive the group encryption key, an
entity calculates idi,ιi ,0 = H1 (IDi , ιi , 0), idi,ιi ,1 =
H1 (IDi , ιi , 1), v = H2 (isid), fj = H3 (isid, j), $i =
H4 (isid, IDi , ιi , ri , ui ) for j ∈ {1, 2}, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Define ∆ = 1 if Equations (1) and (2) hold, and
∆ = 0 otherwise.
1
ê(z1,2 , g) = ê(id1,ι1 ,0 id$
1,ι1 ,1 , gpub )ê(v, u1 )ê(f2 , r1 )
(1)
n
n
n
Y
Y
Y
?
$i
ê( zi,1 , g) = ê( idi,ιi ,0 idi,ιi ,1 , gpub )ê(v,
ui )×

If l 6= t, do the following:
1)

•

z1,3
z2,3
∅
.
.
.
zn,3

w=

n
Y
i=1

•

•

•

ri , Ω = ê(

n
Y

i=1

i
idi,ιi ,0 id$
i,ιi ,1 , gpub )ê(v,

n
Y

ui ).

i=1

Note that a protocol participant does not need to
test the value of ∆, since a similar check will be
performed in the following Dec.Key.Gen stage.
Dec.Key.Gen: Each participantQUi computes w =
Q
n
n
l=1 rl , Γi = ê(fi , w), di =
l=1 zl,i and checks
?
ê(di , g) = Ω · Γi . If the equation holds, Ui accepts di
as the group decryption key and (w, Ω) generated in
Enc.Key.Gen as the group encryption key; otherwise,
Ui aborts.
Enc: To encrypt a plaintext m, an entity selects ρ ∈ Z∗q
and computes the ciphertext c = (c1 , c2 , c3 ), where
c1 = g ρ , c2 = wρ , c3 = m ⊕ H5 (Ωρ ).
Dec: To decrypt c = (c1 , c2 , c3 ), Ui computes m =
c3 ⊕ H5 (ê(di , c1 )ê(fi−1 , c2 )), where di is the group
decryption key of Ui .

Choose ηI , θI
∈
Z∗q , compute
ηI
θI
rI = g , uI = g , compute v = 5.2 Security
H2 (isid), $I = H4 (isid, IDI , ιI , rI , uI ).
Theorem 2. Let H2 , H3 and H5 be random oracles. Suppose
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, compute fj = H3 (isid, j)
that an adversary A makes at most qHi queries to Hi ,
η
I
θI
I
and zI,j = sI,ιI ,0 s$
I,ιI ,1 v fj , set ιI =
i ∈ {2, 3, 5}, qC Corrupt queries, qS Send queries, qEK
ιI + 1 .
Ek.Reveal queries and qDK Dk.Reveal queries, and wins
Publish (IDI , ιI , rI , uI , {zI,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=l ). the game with advantage  in time τ . Then there exists an
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algorithm to solve the k-BDHE problem with advantage
nn (1−20 )
at least ((qDK +1)e)n  in time T = O(τ ) where 0 is the
advantage of A in forging a valid IBBMS in time T and
e is Euler’s number.

•

coinπUi

= 1, randomly choose ηi , θi ∈
Else if
perform the following:
–

Proof. Let C be a challenger and A be an adversary who can
break the proposed protocol. Assume that, in each session,
the group of participants is of size at most k . C is given (g, h, g1 , . . . , gk , gk+2 , . . . , g2k ) of the k -BDHE problem,
i
where gi = g α , i ∈ {1, . . . , k, k + 2, . . . , 2k}. We show how
C can use A to solve the k -BDHE problem.

–

Initialize: When the game begins, C selects κ ∈ Z∗q as the
master-secret at random, and sets the system parameters Υ =
(q, G1 , G2 , ê, g, gpub , H1 ∼ H5 , ζ), where gpub = g κ . Υ is
passed to A.
so
is initiated, C will flip a coin
Probing: When
that Pr[coinπUi = 1] = δ, Pr[coinπUi = 0] = 1 − δ. The
tuple (ΠπUi , coinπUi ) is recorded by C . C answers A’s queries
as follows:

H2list .

On input
H2 queries: C keeps an initially empty list
isidi , if there is a tuple (isidi , γi , vi ) in H2list , C returns vi as
the answer; else, C randomly selects γi ∈ Z∗q , sets vi = g1 g γi ,
adds (isidi , γi , vi ) to H2list and returns vi .

H3 queries: C keeps an initially empty list H3list . On input
(isidi , j), C does the following:
•
•
•

If there is a tuple (isidi , j, ζj , fj ) in H3list , return fj .
Else if j ≤ k , randomly select ζj ∈ Z∗q , set fj = gj g ζj ,
add (isidi , j, ζj , fj ) to H3list and return fj .
Else, randomly select ζj ∈ Z∗q , set fj = g ζj , add
(isidi , j, ζj , fj ) to H3list and return fj .

H5 queries: C maintains an initially empty list H5list . On
input a message Ψi , if there is a tuple (Ψi , %i ) in H5list , C
returns %i as the answer; otherwise, C randomly selects %i ∈
{0, 1}l0 , adds (Ψi , %i ) to H5list and responds with %i .
Corrupt(ΠπUi ): Suppose IDUπi = (IDi , ιi ). On receiving the
corrupt query, C outputs (H1 (IDi , ιi , 0)κ , H1 (IDi , ιi , 1)κ ).

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Choose ηi , θi ∈ Z∗q , compute ri = g ηi , ui =
g θi .
Compute $i = H4 (isid, IDi , ri , ui ).
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, compute zi,j =
θi ηi
i
si,ιi ,0 s$
i,ιi ,1 v fj .
Add (IDi , ιi , isid, ηi , θi , zi,i )) to S list .
Output (IDi , ιi , ri , ui , {zi,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=i ).

ζ
ηi
i
ri j uγi g1θi si,ιi ,0 s$
i,ιi ,1 gj

Y

−1
gk−l+1+j
;

l=1

output (IDi , ιi , ri , ui , {zi,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=i ) and
add (IDi , ιi , isid, ηi , θi , zi,i ) to S list , where
zi,i = ∅.

SendL (ΠπUi , Ψ): Assume the initial session ID is isid and the
K -th user UK is leaving the group. If Ψ = ⊥, C outputs
the index of Ui ; further, if Ui is the group manager, a new
group manager is chosen and msπUi is also output. Else if
Ui is not the group manager and Ψ is not from the current
group manager, C does nothing. Else if Ui is not the group
manager, C first initiates a new instance of Ui denoted as
0
0
0
ΠπUi ; then sets coinπUi = coinπUi , sets pidπUi = pidπUi and
0
the identity in pidπUi which is equal to IDK to be ∅, sets
0
0
msπUi = msπUi , replaces the tuple(s) generated by UK in msπUi
according to Ψ. Else Ui is the group manager, a new instance
0
0
of Ui ΠπUi is initiated. C sets msπUi to be elements received
from the old group manager if Ui is the newly chosen group
manager or msπUi otherwise; submits isid to H2 and (isid, j)
to H3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and recovers (isid, γ, v) from H2list and
(isid, j, ζj , fj ) from H3list for 1 ≤ j ≤ n; sets ιi = ιi + 1,
computes si,ιi ,0 = H1 (IDi , ιi , 0)κ , si,ιi ,1 = H1 (IDi , ιi , 1)κ
and answers the query as follows:
0

•

If coinπUi = 0, do the following:
1)

Send(ΠπUi , Ψ): C maintains an initially empty list S list . Assume pidπUi = {ID1 , ι1 ; . . . ; IDn , ιn }, IDUπi = (IDi , ιi )
and the initial session ID is isid. To answer this query,
C first recovers coinπUi , submits isid to H2 and (isid, j) to
H3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if these queries have never been
issued before; then recovers (isid, γ, v) from H2list and
(isid, j, ζj , fj ) from H3list for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and computes
si,ιi ,0 = H1 (IDi , ιi , 0)κ , si,ιi ,1 = H1 (IDi , ιi , 1)κ ; and then
does the following:
If coinπUi = 0, perform the following steps:

If i 6= n, compute ri = g ηi gk−i+1 , ui =
g θi , $i = H4 (isid, IDi , ιi , ri , ui ); and for
1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i, compute zi,j =
ζ
ηi
i
ri j uγi g1θi si,ιi ,0 s$
i,ιi ,1 gj gk−i+1+j ; set zi,i = ∅;
add (IDi , ιi , isid, ηi , θi , zi,i ) to S list and output
(IDi , ιi , ri , ui , {zi,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=i ).
Qn,l6=i −1
Else, compute ri = g ηi l=1 gk−l+1
, ui =
g θi gk , $i = H4 (isid, IDi , ιi , ri , ui ); for 1 ≤
j ≤ n, j 6= i, compute

zi,j =

Corrupt(KGC): On receiving this query, C outputs κ.

•

and

n,l∈{i,j}
/

coinπUi

ΠπUi

Z∗q

2)
3)

4)

compute
Choose
ηK , θK
∈
Z∗q ,
ηK
rK
=
g , uK
=
g θK , $K
=
H4 (isid, IDi , ιi , rK , uK ).
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, compute zK,j =
θK ηK
K
si,ιi ,0 s$
fj .
i,ιi ,1 v
Add (IDi , ιi , isid, ηK , θK , zK,K ) to S list , set
0
the K -th tuple in msπUi to be (IDi , ιi ,
0
rK , uK , {zK,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=K ), set pidπUi =
0
pidπUi and the K -th current identity in pidπUi
to be ∅.
Output (IDi , ιi , rK , uK , {zK,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=K ).
0

•

Else if coinπUi = 1 and K 6= n, do the following:
1)

2)
3)

Choose
ηK , θK
∈
Z∗q ,
compute
ηK
rK
=
g gk−K+1 , uK
=
g θK ,
$K = H4 (isid, IDi , ιi , rK , uK ).
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= K , compute zK,j =
ζ
ηK
K
rKj uγK g1θK si,ιi ,0 s$
i,ιi ,1 gj gk−K+1+j .
Set zK,K = ∅, add (IDi , ιi , isid, ηK , θK , zK,K )
0
to S list , set the K -th tuple in msπUi to
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4)
•

be (IDi , ιi , rK , uK , {zK,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=K ), set
0
pidπUi = pidπUi and the K -th current identity in
0
pidπUi to be ∅.
Output (IDi , ιi , rK , uK , {zK,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=K ).

1)

2)

Else, do the following:
1)

2)
3)

4)

Choose ηK , θK ∈ Z∗q , compute rK =
Qn,l6=K −1
gk−l+1 , uK = g θK gk , $K =
g ηK l=1
H4 (isid, IDi , ιi , rK , uK ).
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= K , compute zK,j =
ζ
/
ηK Qn,l∈{K,j}
−1
K
rKj uγK g1θK si,ιi ,0 s$
gk−l+1+j
.
i,ιi ,1 gj
l=1
Set zK,K = ∅, add (IDi , ιi , isid, ηK , θK , zK,K )
0
to S list , set msπUi = msπUi , set the K 0
th tuple in msπUi to be (IDi , ιi , rK , uK ,
0
{zK,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=K ), set pidπUi = pidπUi and
0
the K -th current identity in pidπUi to be ∅.
Output (IDi , ιi , rK , , uK , {zK,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=K ).

We note that, if the leaving participant was a group
manager, for each index K 0 such that {IDK 0 = ∅, IDK 0 ∈
pidπUi }, the new group manager also needs to publish
(IDi , ιi , rK 0 , uK 0 , {zK 0 ,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=K 0 ), which is generat0
0
ed in the same way as described above. msπUi and pidπUi
should be also updated accordingly.

SendJ (ΠπUi , Ψ): Assume the user with current identity
(IDI , ιI ) is joining the group. If Ψ is an index K , C outputs
(IDi , ιi , rK , uK , {zK,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=K ) which is generated
in the same way as the tuple in the Send(ΠπUi , Ψ) query.
Note that it is required that the K -th identity in pidπUi be
∅. Else if Ui is not the group manager, a new instance of
0
0
Ui ΠπUi is initiated. C sets msπUi = msπUi , sets the K -th tuple
0
0
in msπUi to be Ψ, sets pidπUi = pidπUi and the K -th current
0
identity in pidπUi to be (IDI , ιI ). Else Ui is a group manager,
0
and a new instance of Ui ΠπUi is initiated. C responds with
{(IDi , ιi , ri , ui , zi,K )}i∈{1,...,n},i6=K ), which is recorded in
0
0
msπUi , sets msπUi = msπUi , sets the K -th tuple in msπUi to be
0
0
Ψ, sets pidπUi = pidπUi and the K -th current identity in pidπUi
to be (IDI , ιI ).
Ek.Reveal(ΠπUi ): Assume pidπUi = {ID1 , ι1 ; . . . ; IDn , ιn },
isidπUi = isid, and msπUi = {σ1 , . . . , σn }, where σl equals
(IDl , ιl , rl , ul , {zl,j }j∈{1,...,n},j6=l ) or (IDl , ιl , rl , ul , zl,i ).
π
If state
and ∆ = 1, C computes
Q Ui = accepted
Q
wQ
= nl=1 rl , y = nl=1 ul , $l = H4 (isid, IDl , ιl , rl , ul ), Ω =
ê( nl=1 (H1 (IDl , ιl , 0)H1 (IDl , ιl , 1)$l ), gpub )ê(H2 (isid), y)
and returns (w, Ω); otherwise, it returns null.

Dk.Reveal(ΠπUi ): C first finds coinπUi . If coinπUi = 1, C aborts
(E3); else if ΠπUi is not accepted, returns null; else, recovers
list
the corresponding
and msπUi = {σ1 , . . . , σn },
Qn zi,i from S
outputs di = l=1 zl,i .
Test(ΠπUi ): At some point, A chooses a fresh ΠπUi and
two messages m0 , m1 on which it wishes to be challenged. Assume the session ID is sid∗ , the initial session ID is isid∗ , pidπUi = {IDUπ1∗ ; . . . ; IDUπn∗ }, msπUi =
n
1
{σ1∗ , . . . , σn∗ }, where IDUπl∗ = (IDl∗ , ι∗l ), σl∗ equals
l
∗
∗
(IDl∗ , ι∗l , rl∗ , u∗l , {zl,j
}j∈{1,...,n},j6=l ) or (IDl∗ , ι∗l , rl∗ , u∗l , zl,i
).
C does the following:

3)
4)

coinπUl∗ .
l

coinπU11∗

If
= ... =
For 1 ≤ l ≤ n, recover
coinπUnn∗ = 1 and ∆ = 1, turn to Step 2; otherwise,
abort (E4).
Recover (isid∗ , γ ∗ , v ∗ ) from H2list and (η1∗ , θ1∗ ), . . . ,
(ηn∗ , θn∗ ) from S list . Since ∆ = 1 and
the underlying stateful IBBMS is strongly
unforgeable, with overwhelming probability
1 P
− 20 , we have that ekπUi = (w∗ , Ω∗ ), i.e.,
∗
Q
n
∗
∗
(g l=1 ηl , ê( nl=1 (id∗l,ιl ,0 id∗l,ιl ,1 $l ), g κ )ê(g1 g γ , y ∗ )),
=
H1 (IDl∗ , ι∗l , 0), id∗l,ιl ,1
=
where id∗l,ιl ,0
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗
,
ι
,
1)
,
$
=
H
(isid
,
ID
,
ι
,
r
,
u
),
y
=
H
(ID
4
1
l l Pn l ∗
l l
l
l
Qn
∗
0
i=1 θi g
k and  is the advantage of A
l=1 ul = g
in forging a valid IBBMS.
Pn
∗
Set c1 = h, c2 = h l=1 ηl , randomly choose ψ ∈
{0, 1}l0 , and compute c3 = mb ⊕ψ , where b ∈ {0, 1}.
Return c = (c1 , c2 , c3 ). Note that A cannot recognize that c is not a proper ciphertext un∗
Qn
less he queries H5 on ê( l=1 (id∗l,ιl ,0 id∗l,ιl ,1 $l ),
Pn
∗
k+1
hκ )ê(hγ , y ∗ )ê(g1 , h i=1 θi )ê(h, g α ).

Response: Once A finishes querying and returns
its guess b0 ∈ {0, 1}, C randomly chooses a tuple
(Φi , %i ) from H5list ∗ and returns the P
value Φi ·
Q
∗
n
(ê( nl=1 (id∗l,ιl ,0 id∗l,ιl ,1 $l ), hκ )ê(hγ , y ∗ )ê(g1 , h i=1 θi ))−1
as the response to the k -BDHE challenge.
If C does not abort, the above simulations of all queries
are valid and the answers are uniformly distributed. Hence,
the adversary cannot find any inconsistency between the
simulation and the real world. Therefore, Pr[b = b0 ] ≥ .
It remains to determine the probability that C outputs the
required Φi . It is easy to see that C will abort if E3 or E4
happen. We have to calculate Pr[¬E3 ∧ ¬E4].
It can be seen that Pr[¬E3] ≥ (1 − δ)qDK , Pr[¬E4 ≥
δ n (1 − 20 ). Since these probabilities are independent, the
overall probability that C does not abort is δ n (1 − δ)qDK (1 −
20 ). Hence, we have Pr[¬E3 ∧ ¬E4] ≥ δ n (1 − δ)qDK (1 −
n
(1−20 )
20 ) ≥ ((qnDK
+1)e)n .
In conclusion, we have that the probability for C to solve
nn (1−20 )
the k -BDHE problem is at least ((qDK +1)e)n .
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6.1

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
Comparison

We compare our dynamic protocol with the unauthenticated
AGKA protocol in [20] and the IBAAGKA protocols in [21],
[23], [24]. We note that the other protocols are static ones
which do not support user leave or join. In the sequel, only
costly operations are considered and the operations that can
be pre-computed are omitted.
Table 3 compares our dynamic protocol with the other
protocols regarding transmission cost, where P1 , P2 , PID ,
Pm , Psig , ι denote the binary length of an element in G1 ,
G2 , an identity, a message, an identity-based signature and
the index of a user’s private key, respectively. The table
shows that our protocol has a slightly lower transmission
overhead than the ones in [20], [21], [23] and has comparable
transmission overhead with the one in [24] in the Agreement
stage if we consider an identity of length 160 bits. As to
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TABLE 3: Transmission Overhead
Agreement/Join/Leave
Ciphertext
nP1 + P2 /static/static
2P1 + P2
nP1 + Psig + PID /static/static
2P1 + Pm
(n + 1)P1 + PID /static/static
2P1 + Pm
(n + 1)P1 + PID + ι
2P1 + Pm
§: The formal security proof is not provided.

1000

6.2

Simulation

We show the practical performance of our protocol through
a simulation. The simulation was run on a Linux machine
using AMD FX-8120 at 3.1GHz. The cryptographic algorithms were implemented using the pairing-based cryptography (PBC) library. In our simulation, a type A curve
was chosen, the security parameter ` chosen was 160, the
protocol participants ranged from 3 to 100. The computations which can be pre-computed were omitted, e.g., the
computations at Steps 1 and 2 in Key Establishment stage.
The efficiency of our dynamic protocol is mainly dominated
by the last 6 stages, since Setup only needs to be run once
when the system is initialized and Extract only requires to
be run once when a user joins the system. Hence, in the
sequel, we only evaluate the efficiency of the last 6 stages of
our protocol.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the number of
participants and the execution time of each stage of our
protocol. From this figure, we can see that the time costs for
a outsider and a group member to generate a group encryption key are almost the same and higher than those of other
stages. They grow linearly as the number of participants
grows. However, the time costs are still not high. When the
group size is 100, they are less than 1 second. We note that
the efficiency of the Enc.Key.Gen stage will not significantly

Execution Time (ms)

the ciphertext size, all the protocols have the same size,
assuming that the plaintexts are of the same size. Further,
in our protocol, if a regular user joins/leaves the group, the
message transmitted by the new member/group manager
has the same size as the one by a member in the Agreement
stage.
The comparison of computational overhead is shown in
Table 4, where τê denotes the time to compute a bilinear
map, τG1 denotes the time to compute a scalar exponentiation in G1 , τH is the time to compute a MapToPoint hash
[24], τG2 is the time to compute a scalar exponentiation in
G2 , τsg is the time to generate an identity-based signature
(IBS) and τsv denotes the verification time of an IBS. For
simplicity, in the following, we only consider the cost for a
participant to generate the group encryption key while we
omit the cost for a sender to generate the group encryption
key. From Table 1, it is easy to see that our protocol has
comparable efficiency in stages Agreement, Enc.Key.Gen and
Dec.Key.Gen with those in [20], [21], [23], [24]. Our protocol
is as efficient as the protocols in [21], [23], [24] and has
similar efficiency as the protocol in [20] in stages Enc and
Dec. If a user wants to join the group, the computational
cost is the same as that of a user in the Agreement stage.
However, if a user leaves the group, the cost is 0 for all
the users in the group, since all the operations can be precomputed.

Security
unauthenticated
PFS
KEF§
KEF

5
Agreement
Leave
Join
Enc.Key.Gen(member)
Enc.Key.Gen(outsider)

800
600

Execution Time (ms)

Protocols
AGKA in [20]
AGKA in [21], [23]
AGKA in [24]
Proposed protocol

400
200
0

Dec.Key.Gen
Enc
Dec

4
3
2
1
0

0

20
40
60
80
Number of Participants

100

0

20

40
60
80
Number of Participants

100

Fig. 2: Average execution time

affect the efficiency of the whole protocol, because the group
members do not need to run Enc.Key.Gen frequently. The
time cost of Agreement is the same as that of Join. The
time cost of Leave is 0. This is because all the operations
in this stage can be pre-computed. The execution time for
a participant to generate a decryption key grows linearly
with the number of participants. This time cost ranges from
2.52 ms to 3.97 ms and it is much smaller than the one of
the group encryption key generation. This is because the
most costly operations are performed in the Enc.Key.Gen
stage. The time costs to generate a ciphertext and decrypt a
ciphertext are constant regardless of the number of protocol
participants. They are 0.49 ms and 1.10 ms, respectively.

7

C ONCLUSION

We have defined the security model for dynamic IBAAGKA
protocols, in which an attacker is allowed to learn the
master secret of the KGC. A one-round dynamic IBAAGKA
protocol is proposed and proven secure in our model under
the k -BDHE assumption. It offers secrecy and known-key
security, and it does not suffer from the key escrow problem.
Therefore, not even the KGC can decrypt the ciphertexts
sent to a group.
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A PPENDIX
Let C be a CDH challenger who is given an instance
(g, g α , g β ). We show that if an adversary A can break the
proposed IBBMS scheme under an adaptive chosen-message
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TABLE 4: Computational Overhead
Protocols
Agreement/Join
Leave
Enc.Key.Gen
Dec.Key.Gen
Enc
AGKA in [20]
1τê + nτG1 /static
static
-[
1τG1
2τG1 + 1τG2
‡
AGKA in [21], [23]†
(n + 1)τG1 + nτH + 1τsg /static
static
1τê
2τê + nτsv
2τG1 + 1τG2
AGKA in [24]
(n + 4)τG1 + (n + 1)τH /static
static
2τê + 1τG1
2τê
2τG1 + 1τG2
Proposed protocol
(n + 4)τG1 + (n + 1)τH
0
2τê + 1τG1
2τê
2τG1 + 1τG2
[: Only lightweight operations are required.
†: An identity-based signature is used to secure the system.
‡: The verification of n signatures can be performed in either stage Enc.Key.Gen or Dec.Key.Gen.

2τê
2τê
2τê
2τê

Dec
+ 1τG2
+ 1τG1
+ 1τG1
+ 1τG1

=

tuple (IDi , µi,0 , µ0i,0 , µi,1 , µ0i,1 , idi,0 , idi,1 , si,0 , si,1 , coin1,i )
µi,0
}, adds
from H1list , randomly chooses $i ∈ Z∗q \ {− µi,1
(inf oi , IDi , ri , ui , $i ) to H4list and responds with $i .

H1 queries: C maintains an initially empty list H1list . On
input (IDi , j), j ∈ {0, 1}, C does the following

BM.Extract queries: On input an identity IDi , C
first makes a H1 query on IDi , then it recovers
(IDi , µi,0 , µ0i,0 , µi,1 , µ0i,1 , idi,0 , idi,1 , si,0 , si,1 , coin1,i ) from
H1list . If coin1,i = 0, C returns (si,0 , si,1 ) as the answer;
otherwise, it aborts (E1).

attack, then C can use A to solve the CDH problem, i.e., to
compute g αβ , which is hard.
Initialize: C sets gpub
=
g α , selects Υ
(q, G1 , G2 , , ê, g, gpub , H1 ∼ H4 ) and gives Υ to A.
Probing: C answers A’s queries as follows:

•
•

If there is a tuple (IDi , µi,0 , µ0i,0 , µi,1 , µ0i,1 , idi,0 , idi,1 ,
si,0 , si,1 , coin1,i ) in H1list , return idi,j as the answer.
Else flip a coin coin1,i ∈ {0, 1} that yields 1 with
probability δ and 0 with probability 1−δ and proceed
as follows:
–

If coin1,i = 0, pick µ0i,0 , µ0i,1 ∈ Z∗q , set µi,0 =
0
0
µi,1 = 0, idi,0 = g µi,0 , idi,1 = g µi,1 , si,0 =
µ0

–

µ0

i,0
i,1
gpub
, si,1 = gpub
, add (IDi , µi,0 , µ0i,0 , µi,1 ,
µ0i,1 , idi,0 , idi,1 , si,0 , si,1 , coin1,i ) to H1list and
return idi,j .
Else, choose µi,0 , µi,1 , µ0i,0 , µ0i,1 ∈ Zq∗ , set
0
0
idi,0 = g βµi,0 g µi,0 , idi,1 = g βµi,1 g µi,1 , si,0 =
si,1 = null, add (IDi , µi,0 , µ0i,0 , µi,1 , µ0i,1 , idi,0 ,
idi,1 , si,0 , si,1 , coin1,i ) to H1list and respond
with idi,j .

Sign queries: The challenger C keeps an initially empty list
S list . On input (IDi , inf ol , m1 , . . . , mti ), the challenger C
first submits (IDi , 0) to H1 if IDi never appears in H1list
and issues a H2 query on inf ol , H3 queries on (inf ol , mj )
for 1 ≤ j ≤ ti , if those queries have never been issued; then
C recovers (IDi , µi,0 , µ0i,0 , µi,1 , µ0i,1 , idi,0 , idi,1 , si,0 , si,1 ,
coin1,i ) from H1list , (inf ol , γl , vl ) from H2list and (inf ol ,
mj , ζj , fj , coin3,j ) from H3list for 1 ≤ j ≤ ti . Finally, C does
the following:
•
•

If the query with same input was queried before, the
same answer is returned.
Else if coin1,i = 1, do the following:
–

1)
2)

H2 queries: C keeps an initially empty list H2list . On input
inf oi , if there is a tuple (inf oi , γi , vi ) in H2list , C returns
vi ; else randomly selects γi ∈ Z∗q , sets vi = g γi , adds
(inf oi , γi , vi ) to H2list and returns vi .
H3 queries: C keeps an initially empty list H3list . On input
(inf oi , mi ), C does the following:
•
•

•

3)

If there is a tuple (inf oi , mi , ζi , fi , coin3,i ) in H3list ,
return fi as the answer.
Else if inf oi appears in tuple (inf o0i , m0i , ζi0 ,
fi0 , coin03,i ), set coin3,i = coin03,i , randomly select
ζi ∈ Z∗q . If coin3,i = 0, set fi = g ζi g α , add
(inf oi , mi , ζi , fi , coin3,i ) to H3list and return fi as the
answer. Else compute fi = g ζi , add (inf oi , mi , ζi , fi ,
coin3,i ) to H3list and return fi as the answer.
Else flip a coin coin3,i that yields 1 with probability
δ and 0 with probability 1 − δ , randomly select
ζi ∈ Z∗q . If coin3,i = 0, set fi = g ζi g α , add
(inf oi , mi , ζi , fi , coin3,i ) to H3list and return fi as the
answer. Else compute fi = g ζi , add (inf oi , mi , ζi , fi ,
coin3,i ) to H3list and return fi as the answer.

H4 queries: C keeps an initially empty list H4list . On input
(inf oi , IDi , ri , ui ), if there is a tuple (inf oi , IDi , ri , ui , $i )
in H4list , C returns $i as the answer; else, C recovers the

If coin3,j = 0, do the following steps:

–

ζ

µ0 +$i µ0i,1 +ηi

γ

i,0
Compute zi,j = ri j ui l gpub
1 ≤ j ≤ ti .

for

Else if coin3,j = 1, do the following steps:
1)

2)
3)

4)

•

Randomly select ηi ∈ Z∗q , $i ∈ Z∗q \
µi,0
{− µi,1
} and ui ∈ G1 .
Compute ri = g ηi g −β(µi,0 +$i µi,1 ) . If
(inf ol , IDi , ri , ui , $i ) ∈ H4list , go to Step
1; otherwise, set H4 (inf ol , IDi , ri , ui ) =
$i and add (inf ol , IDi , ri , ui , $i ) to
H4list .

If there is a tuple (inf ol , IDi , ri , ui , $i )
µ
, abort (E2);
in H4list such that $i = − µi,0
i,1
otherwise, go to Step 2.
Randomly select ri , ui ∈ G1 .
If (inf ol , IDi , ri , ui ) appears in H4list ,
go to Step 2; otherwise, set $i =
µ
H4 (inf ol , IDi , ri , ui ) = − µi,0
and add
i,1
list
(inf ol , IDi , ri , ui , $i ) to H4 .
ζ

γ

(µ0 +$i µ0i,1 )

Compute zi,j = ri j ui l gpubi,0
1 ≤ j ≤ ti .

for

Finally, return (ri , ui , {zi,j }j∈{1,...,ti } ), add (inf ol ,
IDi , {mj }j∈{1,...,ti } , ri , ui , {zi,j }j∈{1,...,ti } ) to S list .
Else (coin1,i = 0) use the Sign algorithm to generate
and output a batch signature (ri , ui , {zi,j }j∈{1,...,ti } ),
since the private key corresponding to IDi
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is known to C . Add the tuple (inf ol , IDi ,
{mj }j∈{1,...,ti } , ri , ui , {zi,j }j∈{1,...,ti } ) to S list .
We note that in the above queries, if A asks a batch
signature query with a previously used state information
but different messages as input, C returns null.
Forgery: Finally, A outputs x identities (ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ ),
a piece of state information inf o∗ , a message m∗ and
a multi-signature σ ∗ = (r1∗ , . . . , rx∗ , u∗1 , . . . , u∗x , d∗ ), where
σ ∗ is a valid multi-signature on m∗ under inf o∗ and
(ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ ).
In order to get the solution of the CDH problem, C now
proceeds with the following steps:
1)

2)

Submit (IDi∗ , 0) to H1 and (inf o∗ , IDi∗ , ri∗ , u∗i ) to
H4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ x, submit inf o∗ to H2 , (inf o∗ , m∗ )
to H3 if those queries have never been issued.
Recover (IDi∗ , µ∗i,0 , µ∗i,00 , µ∗i,1 , µ∗i,10 , id∗i,0 , id∗i,1 , s∗i,0 ,
s∗i,1 , coin∗1,i ) from H1list and (inf o∗ , IDi∗ , ri∗ , u∗i , $i∗ )
from H4list for 1 ≤ i ≤ x, find (inf o∗ , γ ∗ , v ∗ ) in
H2list , and (inf o∗ , m∗ , ζ ∗ , f ∗ , coin∗3 ) in H3list .

For C to solve the given instance of the CDH problem,
it requires that coin∗3 = 1 and none of the identities in
{ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ } has been submitted during the BM.Extract
queries (i.e., coin∗1,i = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ x) and at least one of
µ∗

C succeeds if all these events happen. The probability
Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] can be decomposed as Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] =
Pr[E1] Pr[E2|E1] Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2].
In the above simulation, C will abort if E1 or E2 happen.
It is easy to see that Pr[¬E1] = (1−δ)qE . E2 will not happen
if in all the H3 queries, only one state information leads
to coin3,i = 1. We have Pr[¬E 2] ≥ qH3 δ(1 − δ)qH3 −1 .
Therefore, we have Pr[E1] ≥ qH3 δ(1 − δ)qE +qH3 −1 .
If C does not abort, C will forge a valid and nontrivial multi-signature with probability 0 . Hence, we have
Pr[E2|E1] ≥ 0 .
µ∗

For E3, by our simulation, $i∗ = − µ∗i,0 happeni,1
s unless A issues a Sign query. Since we require that
the multi-signature is not generated by using all the
batch signatures output by calling the Sign queries with
(IDi∗ , inf o∗ , m1 , . . . , mI , . . . , mt ) as input, for IDi∗ ∈
{ID1∗ , . . . , IDx∗ } (where mI = m∗ and I ∗defines the index
µ
of the message), at least one of $i∗ 6= − µi,0
∗ . Therefore, the
i,1
Px
∗
∗ ∗
probability for i=1 (µi,0 + $i µi,1 ) = 0 is 21q , which is negligible and will be omitted. We have Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2] = δ x+1 .
Totally,
we
have
x+2 qH3 0
)
( qE +qx+2
ex+2  .
H +x+1

i,1

∗
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